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Abstract. In this paper a visual cryptography scheme with a binary additive
stream cipher is used to form the meaningless shares (share images or multiple
layers) of original digital image, hiding some secret information. Each share
image holds some information, but at the receiver side only when all of them are
superimposed, the secret information is revealed by human vision without any
complex computation. Proposed algorithm for generating shares is applied in
MATLAB programming environment, using MATLAB built-in functions to
create sequences of pseudorandom numbers or streams, which are used to make
share images of original digital image. The input image is first converted into a
binary image, shares are generated using pixel expansion scheme, and after that
are sent to the receiver. At the received side, the shares could be printed in
separate transparent sheets and overlapped in order to reveal the secret image,
with some loss in contrast when compared to the original image. An algorithm
is applied to car number plate digital images with watermark. Digital image
watermarking method is used to embed some data in a car number plate digital
image in order to verify the credibility of the content or the identity of the owner.
Keywords: visual cryptography, pixel expansion scheme, digital watermark,
share images

1 Introduction
A visual cryptography scheme is a technique for securely encrypting messages like
pictures, text, etc., in such a way that the decryption can be performed by the human
visual system, without any complex computation or aid of computers. The underlying
cipher is essentially the one-time pad, so the system is unbreakable in the information
theoretical sense. The original image is divided into meaningful or nonmeaningful
shares, which are distributed among participants. During decryption, the original secret

image is recovered through stacking all or some of the shares by the human visual
system.
One of the best-known visual cryptography techniques has been credited to Moni Naor
and Adi Shamir, developed in 1994. [10]. In their work, it is demonstrated that a
visual secret sharing scheme can be used to broke up an original image into n shares,
so that only someone with all n shares could decrypt the image, while any n − 1 shares
revealed no information about the original image. Each share could be printed on a
separate transparency, and decryption is performed by overlaying the shares. When
all n shares were overlaid, the original image would appear. There are several
generalizations of the basic scheme including k-out-of-n visual cryptography [17] and
using opaque sheets but illuminating them by multiple sets of identical illumination
patterns under the recording of only one single-pixel detector. Some novel visual
cryptography schemes combining visual cryptography with single-pixel imaging are
also proposed [14], where the secret image is shared by multiple illumination pattern
sequences and it can be recovered when the visual key patterns are projected onto
identical items. There are also many different extended visual cryptography schemes
[2], which encode a number of images in the way that when the images on
transparencies are stacked together, the hidden message appears without a trace of
original images. The decryption is also done directly by the human visual system with
no special cryptographic calculations [20]. There are also many innovative ideas and
extensions exist for the basic visual cryptographic model introduced till now. Random
grid is a method to implement visual cryptography without pixel expansion [19]. The
secret image is reconstructed with lower visual quality when applying random-gridbased visual cryptography, due to the fact that average light transmission of a share is
fixed at 0.5 [7].
In this paper, transparencies are used to implement a one-time pad encryption, where
one transparency is a shared random pad, and another transparency acts as the
ciphertext.
In algorithm implemented in this paper, an original image is split into two component
images each having a pair of pixels for every pixel in the original image. These pixel
pairs are shaded black or white according to the following rule: if the pixel in original
image is black, the pixel pairs in the component images must be complementary;
randomly shade one ■□, and the other □■. When these complementary pairs are
overlapped, they will appear dark colour. On the other hand, if the pixel in original
image is white, the pixel pairs in the component images must match: both ■□ or both
□■. When these matching pairs are overlapped, they will appear light gray. This pixel
expanding scheme is used for sharing a car number plate digital images, while for
customer pin code digital images we used 2 out of 2 visual cryptography model, where
white pixel in shares is represented by both ▀▄ or both ▄▀. When these matching
masks are overlapped, they will appear light gray. If the original pixel is black, it is
represented by complementary masks: ▀▄ and ▄▀, or ▄▀ and ▀▄. When these
complementary masks are overlapped, they will appear dark colour, which is
interpreted as black. In this model one transparency represents the ciphertext, while the
other acts a secret key. There are many other expansion schemes specifying how to
encode a single pixel, while some schemes are designed for colour secret images [9].
Visual cryptography algorithms are used for watermarking [16], steganography, remote
electronic voting [18], bank customer identification, anti-spam bot safeguard, massage

concealment, key management, multi-layer ID cards, secured fingerprint or improving
security of biometric authentication [1]. Some applications where biometric scan solve
issues pertaining to information security are proposed in [8]. The concept of recursive
hiding of secrets in visual cryptography [5] provides a method of hiding secrets
recursively in the shares of threshold schemes, which permits an efficient utilization of
the data, with many possible uses for authentication.
In this paper, digital watermarking is also applied, in order to verify the credibility of
the content or to recognize the identity of the digital content's owner. A visible digital
watermarking technique is used, which means that the visible data is embedded as the
watermark [13]. This is usually a logo or a text that denotes a digital medium's owner.
In this paper a ITS (Comtrade Information Technology School) logo is used and applied
into car number plate digital images taken at the company parking areas.

2 Matlab-based scheme and some experimental results
An original image captured using standard smartphone camera is presented in Fig.1. A
41.3 MP image sensor with Carl Zeiss optics and Xenon flash (Nokia Lumia 1020) is
used for all test images used for this research, while using the professional cameras,
specifically designed for the task could generate high quality pictures, and could give
better results [11].
The original secret image is split into two share images, or shares, each having a pair of
pixels for every pixel in the original image. These pixel pairs are shaded black or white
according to the following rule: if the pixel in original image is black, the pixel pairs in
the component images must be complementary; randomly shade one ■□, and the other
□■. When these complementary pairs are overlapped, they will appear dark colour. On
the other hand, if the pixel in original image is white, the pixel pairs in the component
images must match: both ■□ or both □■. When these matching pairs are overlapped,
they will appear light gray. Boolean operation “XOR” is implemented by means of a
visual “OR”.
The shares generated according to this rule, are presented in Fig.2., and Fig.3,
respectively. After superimposing two component images, the secret image will appear,
but with some loss in contrast, as it is shown in Fig.4.

Fig. 1 The original image

Fig. 2 Share image 1

Fig. 3 Share image 2

Fig. 4 The superimposed image
It can be concluded that the decoded image is identified, although some contrast loss is
observed. After superimposing two shares presented in Fig.2. and Fig.3., the secret
image is decoded with 50% loss of contrast. Reconstructed pixel, consisting of two sub
pixels, has a gray level of 0.5 if the original pixel is white, and gray level of 1 (black),
if the original pixel is black, due to previously described rule. This is a reason of a 50%
loss of contrast in the reconstructed image, but it is still visible. It can also be concluded
that due to pixel expansion, the width of the decoded image is twice as that of the
original image. Some mathematical optimization models in order to maximize the
contrast of recovered images are also proposed [3].
Proposed algorithm gives good results also in imperfect detection conditions [12], such
as such as time of day, weather and angles between the cameras and the license plates

[6], as it is presented in Fig.5. Share images are shown in Fig.7 and Fig 8, while the
reconstructed image is given in Fig.9, showing that plate number is still visible,
including some additional filtering and image processing techniques before generating
share images [15], as it is presented in Fig.6.

Fig. 5 Test image

Fig. 6 Some additional image processing techniques in order to detect an area of the
number plate

Fig. 7 Share image 1

Fig. 8 Share image 2

Fig. 9 The superimposed image
Digital watermarking provides an additional protection [4], as it is illustrated in Fig.10.
The ITS logo is used as watermark image, while the superimposed image, generated
from share images, shows the recognized logo. Share images are shown in Fig.11 and
Fig.12, while the recognized logo is given in Fig.13.

Fig. 10 The original image with watermark

Fig. 11 Share image 1

Fig. 12 Share image 2

Fig. 13 The superimposed image

3 Mathematical background and security of visual cryptography
sharing scheme
The structure obtained from either white or black pixel representation can be described
by an n * m Boolean matrix Sp where p  white, black  . Any given element sij of the
matrix S is considered to be 1 iff the jth subpixel in the ith transparency is black. When
the n transparencies are properly aligned, the resulting black subpixels are the Boolean
OR of the columns for each row i1, i2, …, in of matrix S. Shares #1 and #2 would
represent i1 and i2 respectively. Therefore, the following 2 * 4 Boolean matrices would
be derived.
(1)
S
= 1, 0, 0,1 , 1, 0, 0,1




Sblack = 1, 0, 0,1 , 0,1,1, 0
white

(2)

The matrix elements represent share assignments for share #1 and share #2 respectively.
Since m subpixels constitute one original pixel and the overall visual effect of a black
subpixel in any one of the shares causes that particular subpixel when combined to
become black, inspection of the grey level is the method of determining the original
colour of a pixel. The grey level of the combined share’s subpixels is proportional to
the Hamming weight H(V) of the ORed m-vector V. The combined subpixels are
interpreted by the human visual system as a black pixel if H(V) > d and as a white pixel
if H(V) < d - αm for some fixed threshold 1< d < m and relative difference α→0. The
use of threshold d and relative difference α is necessary in order to distinguish between
the colours [9].
A case where visual cryptography is applied to the K out of N problem could begin with
a person generating N shares from an original secret image. These N shares could be
distributed via some communication channel, to N different participants with no prior
knowledge of their particular share. In order to retrieve the original image, K out of the
N participants would have to collaborate and overlay their shares. Any K out of N
participants collaborating could reveal the original secret message, but fewer than K
participants could reveal no information at all [17].
A solution to the K of N visual cryptography scheme can be described using two sets
of n * m Boolean matrices represented by B0 and B1. Each row in each matrix in B0 or
B1 defines the values of m subpixels in corresponding shares. One of the matrices in B0
is randomly chosen to share a white pixel, and to share a black pixel dealer randomly
chooses one of the matrices in B1. Chosen B0 and B1 sets are considered valid for the
following conditions:
1. For any S in B0, the “OR”ed V of any k of n rows satisfies H(V) < d – αm
2. For any S in B1, the “OR”ed V of any k of n rows satisfies H(V) ≥ d
3. For any subset {i1, i2, …, iq}of {1, 2, …, n} with q<k, two sets of q * m matrices
obtained by restricting each n * m matrix in B0 and B1, to rows i1, i2, …, iq are not
indistinguishable in the sense that they contain the same matrices with the same
frequencies.
The first two conditions are referred to as contrast while the third condition is referred
to as security.
In 2 by 2 scheme and four subpixels, we used different matrices:

 0101 1010  0011 1100 0110 1001 
S white =  






 0101 1010  0011 1100 0110 1001 
(3)

 0101 1010  0011 1100  0110 1001  
Sblack =  






 1010  0101 1100  0011 1001  0110 
(4)
The security of the visual secret sharing schemes depends up on the column permutation
of the base matrices. The shares may reveal the information of the original image if less
number of column permutations is taken for the encryption of the image. Both row and
column-wise pixel expansion need to be done. If only the row-wise pixel expansion is
done, the decrypted output looks like the stretched one which reduces the quality of the
original image.

4 Conclusion
This paper contains description and demonstration of simple MATLAB-based visual
cryptography scheme, where no decryption knowledge is required at the receiver side.
The chipper could be send through e-mail, fax or via social networks, while only human
visual system is needed to decode the secret image. One of disadvantages is loss in
contrast in the reconstructed image, and also the fact that the perfect alignment of the
transparencies is needed. The original formulation of described algorithm is restricted
only to binary images, so some additional image processing techniques for color images
are also applied. Digital watermarking is used in order to provide an additional
protection. In future work, some techniques for improving the display quality of
recovered images, and for maximizing the contrast of recovered images that are subject
to density-balance and blackness constraints, would be applied.
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